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1. 4G / LTE, IP, analog wireless transmitters
2. CCTV battery suitcases for Special Services
3. Rapid deployment towers with 4G/LTE and batteries
4. Rapid deployment cameras for construction sites
5. Rapid deployment systems for city video monitoring
6. Solar power systems for CCTV cameras

Polish manufacturer of innovative solutions for CCTV
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www.camsat-cctv.com
camsat@camsat.com

Sales department ext.   21, 22 and 35
tel. +48 52 387 3658      tel. +48 52 387 5406 
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iCAM-Solar365



iCAM-Tower rapid deployment video surveillance towers
Intended for construction companies, solar farms and city guards.
Complete video monitoring point can be deployed and activated in 20
minutes. You don't need power or wiring. You will implement wireless
monitoring within a radius of 200m from the tower. iCAM-Tower is
equipped with everything you need to operate: batteries, solar panels,
30 days video recording, live transmission, alarm ...
[Price list no. 3 Observation towers - TOWER]

We are constantly expanding our
offer to present the most functional

CCTV solutions.
They are all inspired by the needs of

customers.
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4G/LTE transmitter for IP cameras 
with two PoE ports
GlobalCAM-4.5G 2PoE ensures wireless and direct live connection of
multiple IP cameras with NVR recorder via 4G / LTE internet
network. [Price list no. 1. Transmitters for CCTV cameras]

Construction and no helmet!!!
ALARM + PHOTO + RECORD + SMS
iConstrutionCAM BHP/OHS – rapid deployment camera for remote
surveillance of construction sites with automatic detection of the
lack of a protective helmet. [Price list no. 4 Construction cameras]

Battery suitcase with 4G / LTE micro camera and four PoE
ports. Professional video surveillance in a compact version
CaseCAM-PRO designed for Municipal Guards and Forest Guards.
Hidden or buried in the ground, it is effective in combating illegal
landfills and crime.
[Price list no. 2. LTE CaseCAM-PRO suitcases]

All-year-round solar power for CCTV
iCAM-Solar365 is designed for fixed and mobile CCTV video-
monitoring points without access to power.
[Price list no. 6. Solar power for CCTV]

ALWAYS
PROFESSIONAL  
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LTE SUITCASES WITH CAMERAS

2.01 D2 3320 EUR

2.02

CaseCAM-PRO Q3

D2 2940 EUR

2. Price list of LTE suitcases with cameras
CaseCAM-PRO

CAMSAT 10.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 8.11.2021
tel. +48 52 387 3658, +48 52 387 5466 camsat@camsat.com

LTE 
suitcases

Discou
nt

Price after 
discount

Battery cases with cameras
Designed for hidden video surveillance, with 4G/LTE wireless transmission and battery power

CaseCAM-PRO
Suitcase with the microcamera, for GSM LTE videomonitoring,

with battery for 16—30 days of continuous work.

CaseCAM-PRO Q4 A compact battery suitcase with a full video monitoring system, 
4G/LTE transmission, four PoE ports and a recorder inside.

Key functions:
* Compact, easy to transport suitcase
* 3Mpix microcamera, tube or pinhole
* Local video recording on a recorder with 1 TB SSD disk
* 4G/LTE with live view
* Wi-Fi (both Access Point and client)
* 4x PoE port for additional cameras
* 3x 12 V power output for accessories
* 4x I/O input
* 4x relay output
* 4x port for external batteries, with voltage measurement
* Notifications about the battery status

Technical parameters: 4G/LTE transmission, Wi-Fi 2,4GHz (AP), GSM SMS, SIM socket x2, automatically switched to a stronger LTE 
operator, LAN port with PoE+ x4, internal video recording with low compression with high image quality on built-in 1TB memory (120 
days for 4 IP cameras), OSD captions on recordings (time, date, own text), audio listening in from the suitcase's surroundings, 
GPS/GLONAS, SMS notifications about: battery status, alarms, tamper, input activation, current phone numbers, etc.; alarms when 
opening, moving or changing the position of the suitcase; 12 V power output for accessories x3, input for wired PIR detectors x2, 
I/O control input x4, output control – relay x4, battery input with voltage measurement x4, working temperature -25  ÷ +55  <H85%, ℃ ℃
outdoor IP66.

Camera parameters: 3 Mpix, 30m observation range (with optional lenses up to 300m), lens 2.8mm (tube camera) or 3,7mm (pinhole 
camera), h.265, WDR, ROI, defog, Day/Night, audio full duplex, detection of motion, tamper, LAN disconnection; 2.4GHz Wi-Fi option 
(client).

Suitcase dimensions: 360x320x210 [mm]  Weight: 3.8kg

The set includes: CaseCAM-PRO suitcase, 3Mpix tube or pinhole micro camera, 1TB disk, built-in antennas, additional antennas on 
1.5m cables

Attention: battery not included. Select the battery from the options available in the price list (products 2.05, 2.06, 2.07).

Recommended accessories: battery, e.g. AKU54AZ, AKU100A, AKU157A, microCAM-4MT – 4Mpix micro camera, additional lenses 
LENS-25, LENS-45, LENS-70, wireless PIR sensor iWirelessPIR-500M

3 320.00 EUR

A compact battery suitcase with a full video monitoring system, 
4G/LTE transmission and four PoE ports.

Key functions:
* Compact, easy to transport suitcase
* 3Mpix microcamera, tube or pinhole
* Local video recording on 128GB SD card in the camera
* 4G/LTE with live view
* Wi-Fi (both Access Point and client)
* 4x PoE port for additional cameras
* 3x 12 V power output for accessories
* 4x I/O input
* 4x relay output
* 4x port for external batteries, with voltage measurement
* Notifications about the battery status

Technical parameters: 4G/LTE transmission, Wi-Fi 2,4GHz (AP), GSM SMS, SIM socket x2, automatically switched to a stronger LTE 
operator, LAN port with PoE+ x4, internal video recording with low compression with high image quality on 128GB SD card in the camera 
(recording for 14 days), OSD captions on recordings (time, date, own text), audio listening in from the suitcase's surroundings, 
GPS/GLONAS, SMS notifications about: battery status, alarms, tamper, input activation, current phone numbers, etc.; alarms when 
opening, moving or changing the position of the suitcase; 12 V power output for accessories x3, input for wired PIR detectors x2, I/O 
control input x4, output control – relay x4, battery input with voltage measurement x4, working temperature 
-25  ÷ +55  <H85%, outdoor IP66.℃ ℃

Camera parameters: 3 Mpix, 30m observation range (with optional lenses up to 300m), lens 2.8mm (tube camera) or 3,7mm (pinhole 
camera), h.265, WDR, ROI, defog, Day/Night, audio full duplex, detection of motion, tamper, LAN disconnection; 2.4GHz Wi-Fi option 
(client).

Suitcase dimensions: 360x320x210 [mm]  Weight: 3.6 kg

The set includes: CaseCAM-PRO suitcase, 3Mpix tube or pinhole micro camera, 128GB SD card, built-in antennas, additional antennas 
on 1.5m cables

Attention: battery not included. Select the battery from the options available in the price list (products 2.05, 2.06, 2.07).

Recommended accessories: battery, e.g. AKU54AZ, AKU100A, AKU157A, SD512G – 512GB SD card for local video recording for 56 
days, microCAM-4MT – 4Mpix micro camera, additional lenses LENS-25, LENS-45, LENS-70, wireless PIR sensor
iWirelessPIR-500M

2 940.00 EUR
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2. Price list of LTE suitcases with cameras
CaseCAM-PRO

CAMSAT 10.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 8.11.2021
tel. +48 52 387 3658, +48 52 387 5466 camsat@camsat.com

LTE 
suitcases

Discou
nt

Price after 
discount

2.03

CaseCAM-PRO Q2

D2 2190 EUR

2.04

CaseCAM-PRO Q1

D2 1820 EUR

EXTENSIONS AND OPTIONS

Batteries

2.05 1357 AKU54AZ Batteries with a total capacity of 54Ah – gel A set of gel batteries installed inside the CaseCAM case. Total capacity 54 Ah / 12 V. C 264 EUR

2.06 1358 AKU100A 100Ah Li-Ion battery Li-Ion battery installed inside the CaseCAM case. Capacity 100 Ah / 12 V. C 990 EUR

2.07 1359 AKU157A 157Ah Li-Ion battery Li-Ion battery installed inside the CaseCAM case. Capacity 157 Ah / 12 V. C 1490 EUR

2.08 1360 PowerAKU-500A Charger for Li-Ion 12V batteries Charger compatible with any 12V Li-ion battery. C 149 EUR

2.09 1361 PowerAKU-500AZ Ładowarka do akumulatorów żelowych 12V Charger compatible with any 12V gel battery. C 110 EUR

Battery suitcases (12V DC powerbanks, IP66)

2.10 1362 PowerCASE-100A Suitcase with 100Ah 12V battery D2 1630 EUR

2.11 1363 PowerCASE-157A Suitcase with 157Ah 12V battery D2 2540 EUR

2.12 1364 PowerCASE-314A Suitcase with 314Ah 12V battery D2 3660 EUR

A compact battery suitcase with a full video monitoring system 
and 4G/LTE transmission.

Key functions:
* Compact, easy to transport suitcase
* 3Mpix microcamera, tube or pinhole
* Local video recording on 128GB SD card in the camera
* 4G/LTE with live view
* Wi-Fi (both Access Point and client)
* 2x LAN port for additional cameras
* 3x 12 V power output for accessories
* 2x I/O input
* 2x relay output
* 2x port for external batteries, with voltage measurement 
* Notifications about the battery status

Technical parameters: 4G/LTE transmission, Wi-Fi 2,4GHz (AP), GSM SMS, SIM socket x2, automatically switched to a stronger LTE 
operator, LAN port with PoE+ x2, internal video recording with low compression with high image quality on 128GB SD card in the camera 
(recording for 14 days), OSD captions on recordings (time, date, own text), audio listening in from the suitcase's surroundings, SMS 
notifications about: battery status, alarms, tamper, input activation, current phone numbers, etc.; alarms when opening, moving or 
changing the position of the suitcase; 12 V power output for accessories x3, input for wired PIR detectors x2, I/O control input x2, output 
control – relay x2, battery input with voltage measurement x2, working temperature -25  ÷ +55  <H85%, outdoor IP66.℃ ℃

Camera parameters: 3 Mpix, 30m observation range (with optional lenses up to 300m), lens 2.8mm (tube camera) or 3,7mm (pinhole 
camera), h.265, WDR, ROI, defog, Day/Night, audio full duplex, detection of motion, tamper, LAN disconnection; 2.4GHz Wi-Fi option 
(client).

Suitcase dimensions: 360x320x210 [mm]  Weight: 3.6 kg

The set includes: CaseCAM-PRO suitcase, 3Mpix tube or pinhole micro camera, 128GB SD card, built-in antennas, additional antennas 
on 1.5m cables

Attention: battery not included. Select the battery from the options available in the price list (products 2.05, 2.06, 2.07).

Recommended accessories: battery, e.g. AKU54AZ, AKU100A, AKU157A, SD512G – 512GB SD card for local video recording for 56 
days, microCAM-4MT – 4Mpix micro camera, additional lenses LENS-25, LENS-45, LENS-70, wireless PIR sensor 
iWirelessPIR-500M

2 190.00 EUR

A compact battery suitcase with a full video monitoring system 
inside.

Key functions:
* Compact, easy to transport suitcase
* 3Mpix microcamera, tube or pinhole
* Local video recording on 128GB SD card in the camera
* 1x LAN port for the camera
* 3x 12 V power output for accessories
* 1x port for external batteries, with voltage measurement

Technical parameters: GSM SMS, LAN port (without PoE) x1, internal video recording with low compression with high image quality on 
128GB SD card in the camera (recording for 14 days), OSD captions on recordings (time, date, own text), audio listening in from the 
suitcase's surroundings, 12 V power output for accessories x3, 12 V power output for accessories x1, working temperature -25  ÷ ℃
+55  <H85%, outdoor IP66.℃

Camera parameters: 3 Mpix, 30m observation range (with optional lenses up to 300m), lens 2.8mm (tube camera) or 3,7mm (pinhole 
camera), h.265, WDR, ROI, defog, Day/Night, audio full duplex, detection of motion, tamper, LAN disconnection; 2.4GHz Wi-Fi option 
(client).

Suitcase dimensions: 360x320x210 [mm]  Weight: 3.4 kg

The set includes: CaseCAM-PRO suitcase, 3Mpix tube or pinhole micro camera, 128GB SD card, built-in antennas, additional antennas 
on 1.5m cables

Attention: battery not included. Select the battery from the options available in the price list (products 2.05, 2.06, 2.07).

Recommended accessories: battery, e.g. AKU54AZ, AKU100A, AKU157A, SD512G – 512GB SD card for local video recording for 56 
days, microCAM-4MT – 4Mpix micro camera, additional lenses LENS-25, LENS-45, LENS-70

1 820.00 EUR

 264.00 EUR

 990.00 EUR

1 490.00 EUR

 149.00 EUR

 110.00 EUR

Additional battery case, connected with a special hermetic cable to CaseCAM-PRO.
Extends the operation time of the CaseCAM suitcase or the iCAM-Mobile mobile cameras.
Capacity 100 Ah / 12 V.

1 630.00 EUR

Additional battery case, connected with a special hermetic cable to CaseCAM-PRO.
Extends the operation time of the CaseCAM suitcase or the iCAM-Mobile mobile cameras.
Capacity 157 Ah / 12 V.

2 540.00 EUR

Additional battery case, connected with a special hermetic cable to CaseCAM-PRO.
Extends the operation time of the CaseCAM suitcase or the iCAM-Mobile mobile cameras.
Capacity 314 Ah / 12 V.

3 660.00 EUR
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2. Price list of LTE suitcases with cameras
CaseCAM-PRO

CAMSAT 10.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 8.11.2021
tel. +48 52 387 3658, +48 52 387 5466 camsat@camsat.com
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Cameras

2.13 1380

microCAM-4MT

D2 393 EUR

2.14 1365

microCAM-3MT

D2 297 EUR

2.15 1366

microCAM-3MPH

D2 297 EUR

2.16 1367 LENS-25 25 mm lens 25mm lens for microCAM-3M micro camera C 89 EUR

2.17 1368 LENS-45 45 mm lens 45mm lens for microCAM-3M micro camera C 119 EUR

2.18 1369 LENS-70 70 mm lens 70mm lens for microCAM-3M micro camera C 149 EUR

Motion detectors

2.19 1370

iWirelessPIR-500M

D2 630 EUR

2.20 1371

PowerIR-110M

C 577 EUR

2.21 1372

IR-110M Nighttime illuminator with invisible 940nm infrared

C 297 EUR

Memory

2.22 1373 Allows recording video locally in the camera for 56 days back. C 195 EUR

2.23 1374 Allows recording video locally in the camera for 28 days back. C 100 EUR

2.24 1375 Allows recording video locally in the camera for 14 days back. C 63 EUR

2.25 1376 C 233 EUR

2.26 1377 C 153 EUR

Tube 4Mpix microcamera
A small, easy to hide camera with a resolution of 4 Mpix, on a flexible 
8m cable.

Technical parameters:
* Resolution: 4 Mpix
* Dimensions: 26x51 mm (tube)
* On an 8m flexible cable
* Powered from 12V DC or from PoE
* Compatible with SD cards up to 512 GB
* Audio I/O

 393.00 EUR

Tube 3Mpix microcamera
A small, easy to hide camera with a resolution of 3 Mpix, on a flexible 
8m cable.

Technical parameters:
* Resolution: 3 Mpix
* Dimensions: 26x51 mm (tube)
* On an 8m flexible cable
* Powered from 12V DC or from PoE
* Compatible with SD cards up to 512 GB
* Audio I/O

 297.00 EUR

Pinhole 3Mpix microcamera
A small pinhole camera, designed to be hidden e.g. in a door or 
installation box.

Technical parameters:
* Resolution: 3 Mpix
* Dimensions: 36x26x24 mm (cube)
* On an 8m flexible cable
* Powered from 12V DC or from PoE
* Compatible with SD cards up to 512 GB
* Audio I/O

 297.00 EUR

 89.00 EUR

 119.00 EUR

 149.00 EUR

Wireless PIR motion sensor with a radio range of 500m NLOS 
(through obstacles), automatically triggering the approach of the 
camera and the approach of the camera to the detection area. Designed 
to protect the area up to 500m from the tower.

Technical parameters:
* Detection range 12m / 120°, 
* 500m NLOS, 1000m LOS transmission range
* 3.6V power supply for 6 months
* Outdoor IP65, impact-resistant steel construction, secured against disassembly with a padlock
* Tamper notification, disassembly / opening. The set includes a radio receiver with a Normally Open relay output

 630.00 EUR

Nighttime illuminator with invisible 940nm infrared, with 
independent battery supply

Technical parameters:
* Lighting range 110m / 50°
* Battery powered
* Comes with a 57Ah / 12V DC battery case
* Designed for outdoor use, IP66

 577.00 EUR

Technical parameters:
* Lighting range 110m / 50°
* Powered from 12V DC (without battery)
* Designed for outdoor use, IP66

 297.00 EUR

SD512G (GTU06) 512GB memory card for microCAM-3M and microCAM-4M cameras  195.00 EUR

SD256G (GTU06) 256GB memory card for microCAM-3M and microCAM-4M cameras  100.00 EUR

SD128G (GTU 06) 128GB memory card for microCAM-3M and microCAM-4M cameras  63.00 EUR

SSD1T (GTU 06) 1TB SSD drive for CaseCAM-PRO suitcase A fast SSD drive for the CaseCAM-PRO Q4 case equipped with a built-in recorder with recording for four cameras.
Capacity: 1TB.  233.00 EUR

SD512G (GTU 06) 1TB SSD drive for CaseCAM-PRO suitcase A fast SSD drive for the CaseCAM-PRO Q4 case equipped with a built-in recorder with recording for four cameras.
Capacity: 512GB.  153.00 EUR
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2. Price list of LTE suitcases with cameras
CaseCAM-PRO

CAMSAT 10.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 8.11.2021
tel. +48 52 387 3658, +48 52 387 5466 camsat@camsat.com
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Other accessories

2.27 - Camera-IP-RODO Fixed or PTZ IP camera with SD card encryption A specially selected camera with the function of data encryption on an SD card. Ask the CAMSAT sales department for details. - On request On request

2.28 1356 RODOrec RODO/GDPR option Option to secure video recording in a microCAM mini camera, data encryption on an SD card. C 563 EUR

2.29 1378 TrackGPS-Sensor GPS locator Independent GPS locator with GSM tracking, battery, SIM slot. C 197 EUR

2.30 1379 TrackGPS-www 12-month subscription for TrackGPS-Sensor C 120 EUR

Upgrade to a higher model

2.31 1352 Blok No. 2a Extension of the suitcase with Block No. 2a C 787 EUR

2.32 1355 Blok No. 5 Extension of the suitcase with Block No. 5 It includes a recorder with a 1TB SSD disk, enabling recording from four cameras. C 730 EUR

Prices do not include VAT tax. All prices are indicative and do not constitute an offer.

 563.00 EUR

 197.00 EUR

 120.00 EUR

It includes an LTE transmission system, a dual SIM card slot, GPS, 4 PoE ports, SMS notifications about the system and battery status, 
SMS alarms after violating the suitcase, 4 I/O control inputs, 4 relay control outputs, 4 battery inputs with voltage measurement.  787.00 EUR

 730.00 EUR



High discounts at European level
Free delivery of main demonstration
products
3-year full warranty on the main CAMSAT
products
Redirecting customers from a given
distribution region
Participation in projects – "Camsat
immediately – you will pay after sale"

Distributor's logo in instructional videos and
product advertising films
Ready content and photos in high resolution
for catalogs and websites
Editable, marketing sources - providing
Distributors with ready-made marketing
materials for their own editing in editable
formats, e.g. Photoshop .psd, CorelDraw .crd
Sony Vegas

BECOME A DISTRIBUTOR OF
INNOVATIVE CCTV SOLUTIONS

CAMSAT 2021 price list

Our clients: "If wireless, then only
CAMSAT"

www.camsat-cctv.com
camsat@camsat.com

Sales department ext. 21, 22 and 35
tel. +48 52 387 3658 tel. +48 52 387 5406 
tel. +48 52 387 1097 tel. 798 585 208 tel. 518 977 572


